FeNi 3 based core-shell magnetic nanoparticles are demonstrated as the magnetic core material for on-chip, radio frequency (RF) inductors. FeNi 3 nanoparticles with 50-150 nm in diameter with 15-20 nm-thick SiO 2 coating are chemically synthesized and deposited on a planar inductor as the magnetic core to enhance both inductance (L) and quality factor (Q) of the inductor. Experimentally, the ferromagnetic resonant frequency of the on-chip inductors based on FeNi 3 core-shell nanoparticles has been shown to be over several GHz. A post-CMOS process has been developed to integrate the magnetic nanoparticles to a planar inductor and inductance enhancements up to 50% of the original magnitude with slightly enhanced Q-factor up to 1 GHz have been achieved.
INTRODUCTION
On-chip inductors have been indispensable elements in RF circuits, but the integration of on-chip inductors with magnetic materials for enhanced performances in IC (Integrated Circuit) technology has been challenging [1] . Various research efforts have been conducted to increase the inductance (which is proportional to permeability) and qualify factor of on-chip inductors by using monolithic processes to integrate magnetic materials for wireless communications and RF integrated circuits [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . For example, decent demonstrations have been achieved in the integration of magnetic materials such as thin-films and nanoparticles for low frequency (up to kHz range) applications. However, extending the approach to high frequency devices encounters limitations due to magnetic resonance of the magnetic materials at higher frequencies. Specifically, magnetic dipoles have delayed responses in magnetization against the applied AC field under higher frequency operations. In the complex form of the permeability (μ=μ'-jμ''), the imaginary part describes the magnetic loss, and the real part represents the ability to confine magnetic flux which can enhance the inductance. While the real part of permeability of bulk magnetic materials can have a very high value at low frequency, it decreases rapidly to 0 around the ferromagnetic resonance which is typically less than 1 GHz for most magnetic materials [8] . In order to address this issue, researchers have designed granular patterns of magnetic materials to alleviate the loss in eddy current at high frequency and results have shown the extended ferromagnetic resonance over GHz ranges [9] [10] [11] .
Over the past decade, various groups have reported different approaches to integrate magnetic nanoparticles materials to increase the inductance [12] [13] [14] [15] . The typical drawbacks for these nanoparticles are: (1) low permeability with metal oxide nanoparticles; and (2) high eddy current loss with metallic nanoparticles. This paper presents the concept and demonstration of utilizing metal core nanoparticle for higher permeability and oxide coating to alleviate the eddy current loss as shown in Figure 1 . Three distinctive achievements in contrast to prior reports have been achieved: (1) synthesis and deposition of 50-150 nm in diameter FeNi 3 nanoparticles with 15-20 nm SiO 2 coating for on-chip inductors; (2) experimental measurements of extended ferromagnetic resonance frequency over several GHz; and (3) a post-CMOS process to increase inductance up to 50% of the original magnitude. As such, this MEMS technology could find a variety of applications in RF communication systems, such as filters and transceivers. 
THEORETIC BACKGRDOUND
As discussed in the introduction, when AC magnetic field is applied to a material, the permeability of magnetic materials is expressed in complex number (μ=μ'-jμ'') with consideration of phase angle due to magnetization delay. In general, μ' represents the capability of confining magnetic flux which has direct influence on the inductance of the inductor while μ'' describes magnetic losses. The complex permeability of a bulk material (μ i ) is described as the following equation, which is derived from the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation [16] :
where f is the operation frequency, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (2.8 MHz/Gauss), M s is the saturation magnetization, and H a is the anisotropic field. In order to estimate the permeability of the core-shell nanoparticles with insulating matrix as shown in Figure 1 , effective medium theory (EMT) has been used. In this paper, the extended Bruggeman EMT [10] is adopted to evaluate the complex permeability of the total system (μ eff =μ eff '-jμ eff '') including metallic parts and insulating matrix. For the spherical nanoparticles with an insulating coating, the extended Bruggeman EMT for the μ eff is expressed as:
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where μ i is the complex permeability of magnetic material, μ m is the permeability of insulating matrix, p is the volume fraction of magnetic particles; d is the metallic core diameter; t is the shell thickness; f is the operation frequency; ρ is the electrical resistivity of the metallic particles; c is the speed of light; and ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity.
From the extended Bruggeman EMT, the relative permeability (μ eff ') of core-shell magnetic nanoparticles in insulating matrix with two different shell thicknesses are investigated and compared to the bulk material as shown in Figure 2 . According to the extended Bruggeman EMT, the calculated relative permeability spectra are based on material properties in bulk [17] . Although the relative permeability of bulk FeNi 3 is large as 330 at low frequency, it decreases below 1 around 2 GHz due to the ferromagnetic resonance of FeNi 3 . On the other hand, it is observed that core-shell magnetic nanoparticle (150 nm in core diameter) in the insulating matrix can extend the ferromagnetic resonance, and it is proportional to the inverse of the relative permeability which is in good agreement with the Snoek's law. If the shell thickness is 2nm, the relative permeability is about 66 at low frequency and it decreases to below 1 around 4 GHz. The relative permeability of the samples with 15nm-thick shells, the permeability decreases to below 1 over 10 GHz. However, as the thickness of the shell increases, the low frequency permeability decreases as illustrated in Figure 2 . 
MATERIAL AND DEVICE FABRICATION
Chemical Synthesis of Core-shell Nanoparticles FeNi 3 nanoparticles were chemically synthesized, and FeNi 3 -SiO 2 core-shell nanoparticles were prepared by an additional SiO 2 coating process. The synthesis procedure for FeNi 3 core and the SiO 2 shell coating are illustrated in Figure 3 , where 0.01 mol of FeCl 2 ·4H 2 O, 0.03 mol of NiCl 2 ·6H 2 O and PEG (1.0 g, MW 6000) were dissolved into 200mL deionized water, and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution was added to control the pH value in the range of 12-13. To start chemical reaction, 0.24 mol of hydrazine hydrate (N 2 H 4 ·H 2 O) was added to the solution, and the reaction was continued for 24 hours at room temperature. Afterwards, synthesized FeNi 3 nanoparticles were collected and rinsed several times with ionized water.
The SiO 2 shell coating process can be conducted to construct the FeNi 3 -SiO 2 core-shell nanoparticles. After dispersing FeNi 3 nanoparticles in a mixture of 80mL of ethanol, 20mL of deionized water and 20 weight percent (wt%) of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), a 2.0mL of 20 wt% concentrated ammonia aqueous solution (NH 3 ·H 2 O) was added and stirred for 24 hours at room temperature. The final product was repeatedly rinsed and dried in the air. 
Characterization of Synthesized Nanoparticles
The synthesized FeNi 3 nanoparticles and FeNi 3 -SiO 2 core-shell were observed in TEM as shown in Figure 4 (a) and 4(b), respectively. Without the coating process, the diameter of FeNi 3 varies from 50-150 nm and a thin (1-5 nm) outliner at each particle is observed. The coating process produced about 15-20 nm-thick SiO 2 shells around the FeNi 3 nanoparticles. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis using CuKα1 radiation (1.788970 Å) was used in Figure 4 (c), and three characteristic peaks for cubic FeNi 3 were detected at 51.7, 60.5, and 90.8 degrees from (111), (200) and (220) planes. For the magnetic characterization, the M-H loop of FeNi 3 nanoparticles was plotted by using SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device), and the initial relative permeability (DC) of 10 was calculated from Figure 4 (d)
Device Fabrication by a Post-CMOS Process
The inductor experiments started with the design layout of on-chip inductors for a 0.18 μm CMOS foundry process. Figure 5 presents the fabricated devices on the left and the post CMOS process flow on the right using cross-sectional schematics. Figure 5 (a) illustrates the optical image of a 3-turn spiral inductor using 8 μm-wide, 0.99 μm-thick aluminum lines with a coil area of 240 μm 2 and GSG pads for RF measurements. After a blank oxide etching process by RIE (Reactive Ion Etching), a layer of about 5 μm-thick silicon dioxide was etched as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). To integrate nanoparticles on top of the coil area, about 90 μm-thick of nanoparticles were deposited on the inductor area by the drop-casting method with a stencil mask. 
RESULTS
To characterize the inductor before and after the integration of nanoparticles, RF measurements on the inductor samples were performed to get scattering parameters by using a Cascade Microtech probe station with GSG (ground-signal-ground) probes of 150 μm in pitch width and Anritsu 37397C VNA (Vector Network Analyzer). To remove the effect of unwanted portion of the test structure, de-embedding was conducted by using OPEN and THRU structures. The de-embedded S-parameters, scattering parameters were converted to Y-parameters, admittance parameters, and inductance (L) and quality factor (Q) at each frequency (f) from the following equations. core-shell nanoparticles at about 45-55%, 17-25%, respectively, higher than the air-core inductor up to their own self-resonant frequencies around 3 and 5 GHz, respectively. This is expected as magnetic nanoparticles can enhance inductance over several GHz due to the extended ferromagnetic resonance. Furthermore, higher concentration of magnetic materials leads to larger enhancements in inductance but this also leads to earlier inductance drops due to lower ferromagnetic resonance. In Figure 6 (b), the quality factors of the inductors with integrated FeNi 3 and FeNi 3 -SiO 2 core-shell nanoparticles also increase at about 51% and 19% higher than the air-core inductor before 1 GHz. At higher frequency, magnetic materials generate larger losses due to the hysteresis and eddy-current inside the metallic particles such that the peak values of Q-factor decrease with higher concentration of magnetic materials.
CONCLUSION
Core-shell magnetic nanoparticles were chemically synthesized and integrated to RF on-chip inductors for the enhancement of inductance with extended magnetic resonant frequency. In accordance with the analytic computations based on the Gilbert equation and extended Bruggeman EMT, the relationship between relative permeability and ferromagnetic resonance frequency has been experimentally validated. A post-CMOS process has been developed for the integration of on-chip inductors with magnetic nanoparticles. Experimental results show that up to 55% of inductance enhancement before 3GHz and up to 51% of Q-factor enhancement before 1 GHz have been achieved by using these magnetic nanoparticles.
